
STUBBORN 
RHINO.

Coffee Event Experts



Stubborn Rhino is built on strong foundations with an
uncompromising approach to quality coffee. These foundations
determine our success.

- Energy
- Connections
- Happiness

Stubborn Rhino is a luxury coffee events company specialising
in delivering a high end service to your event. Inside or out,
anywhere, anytime, anyplace we can build a package to meet
yours demands and more.

HELLO AND WELCOME

INTRODUCTION



FOUNDER
Todd Gleave
Todd has played professional rugby for
the past 8 years having played in the
english premiership and top european
competitions.

Todd is an avid coffee lover and
understands how to operate under big
pressure in front of large crowds. 

Todd has a great understanding of the
events industry and customer expectation. 

A desire for success coupled with a
passion for coffee is what has driven
Todd into producing Stubborn rhino.



STOCK
STOCK

Stubborn Rhino has a strong connection with UK
based coffee roaster ‘Extract Coffee Roasters’. This
relationship is built on trust and friendship like all of
our connections. 
The reasons we believe Extract Coffee Roasters are a
perfect partner for Stubborn Rhino are; 
- A local company, with a reputation for the quality
of beans they supply.
 - The work they carry out supporting surrounding
communities.
 - Their coffee is sourced ethically and responsibly
from farmers around the world.
 Their coffee beans are hand roasted to ensure top
quality coffee

Their vision is to provide world class coffee that will
be part of your daily routine and Stubborn Rhino
wants to be a part of this continuing customer
journey. 
Turning a bag of quality coffee beans is only the
start and our baristas want to continue to deliver
that excellence into every single Stubborn Rhino cup
of coffee they create. 

STUBBORN RHINO



WE INVEST IN QUALITY TO
PRODUCE QUALITY

EQUIPMENT

Stubborn Rhino boasts top of the range equipment to produce a top of the range
product. 

La Marzocco 2 group Linea Pb is the main feature of the set up. This is partnered by a
F8 compaq grinder which has the ability to produce consistent doses time after time in
under 4 seconds. This gives us the ability to produce brilliant coffee in a fast and
repeatable time scale. 

The equipment is be powered off a 32 amp commando socket with the machine drawing
16amp and other parts requiring 16amp. 

The ability to run off a generator is also possible but noise cancellation then comes into
play. 
We believe the 32 amp commando socket gives us the power and reliability to deliver
an excellent product to customers time after time. 



SCALEABILITY
MINI BARISTA BARS SUPERCHARGED PODSMOBILE POP UPS

Our Mini Barista Bars are perfect for any small indoor
events ranging from 20-150 people whether that is office
pops up, product launches, weddings or anything else. Let

us charge up your event!
 

Serving brews for 200 to the thousands, let us meet your
demands. From large wedding parties to high end

corporate conferences we can cater for anything. Using
top of the range La Marzocco machines with our highly
skilled baristas let us provide a game changing service.

Super charged and ready for action.

For the supercharged effect this is the main event.
Operating at high speed and not taking a backwards

step, this finely tuned machine is capable of serving the
masses. For large scale events with thousands of coffee

hungry customers, no need for concern.



LICENSING

Stubborn Rhino have obtained a level 2
food hygiene certificate along with a level 2
HACCP and a covid 19 safety training
certificate. 

We also hold a 5* Food hygeine rating. 



INSURANCE

PUBLIC &
PRODUCT
LIABILITY
INSURANCE UP
TO £10
MILLION
ALONG WITH
EMPLOYERS
LIABILITY
INSURANCE. 



OUR SERVICES
We offer bespoke packages and have
significant experience with private events,
weddings, sports events and festivals dealing
with events planners and major high end
customers. We also cater for corporate events
including indoor and outdoor set ups.

Our vision and desire to deliver the highest
quality event to each and every customer is
truly what sets us apart. We focus solely on
the quality of each and every cup that is
delivered. Let us build your package around
your event to maximise potential in a
seamless and head on approach to excellence. 

Each event is quoted individually to truly
offer a bespoke package.



OUR CLIENTS

We supply events and packages across the
UK working with the very best to produce the
best. From private parties, to corporate get
togethers we are there. 

From indoor office pop ups to outdoor
supercharged events.

ACROSS THE NATION



Case Study

Regular attendance at Cheltenham Racecourse
covering all race days. Catering for events up to
70,000

Cheltenham Racecourse 



Case Study

A post wedding brunch hosted at Cornwell Manor
for 150 guests deep in the beautiful Cotswolds.

Cornwell manor - Private event and
post wedding brunch.



Case Study

Two day sports festival event located on the
outskirts of Cheltenham catering for 5000+
Attendees

Cheltenham 7s festival.



Case Study

Another elegant post wedding brunch at the
spectacular Doynton House close to Bristol. 

Henry Bonas events - Post wedding
brunch.



Case Study

Private high end event delivered indoors for clients
of land rover to showcase the new range rover

Land Rover - New Range Rover
launch



Quality

Each and every cup has care and passion. We focus
on exactly what you want! Delivering it on any scale
without compromise.

Not just a coffee.



Contact Us

www.stubbornrhino.com

@stubbornrhino_

todd@stubbornrhino.com


